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PADUCAH DAILY REGISTER.
PADUCAH. KY.. SATURDAY MORNING. MAY 25. 1907.
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Register, Est. May, i896.

VOL. XXIV, NUMBER 20
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Atthe CAturches
Rev. George H. Farley, of the
Tenth street Christian church, and
Rev. Samuel B. Moore, of the First
Christian church returned yesterday
from Morganifield, Ky., where they
have been attending the annual gathering of the South Kentucky , Christian Mission association that convened there last Monday and continued
in session until Thursday. An unuslially large delegation was there, and
the prospects are the next annual
ffair will occur in this city, as the
two Paducah divines extended a cordial invitation for this city to be the
next point of assemblage. Paducah's
claims come first, and the ministers
urged matters to the extent that it
is thought the executive committee
will select this city as the place for
the 1908 rneein-g. U it does. not
come to Paducah it will go to Mayfield, only tweisty-five miles distant.

Men." At night he has for his
theme "How tON.Lay Up Treasures
In Heaven."
im•••••••••••

Temperance Lecture.
Rev. J. C. Midyet, one of the noted
temperance lecturers of the country,
has arrived and will tomorrow morning begin a series of addresses to
last for several days. He fills the
pulpit of the Second Baptist church
tomorrow morning, speaks at 3
o'clock in the afternoon at the North
Twelfth
street
Baptist
Mission
church, tomorrow night fills the pulpat of the First Baptist church, and
Monday night preaches at the M.echan icsburg Baptist church. Other
engagements will be made for him
while in the city.
Mactumicsburg Christina.
Sunday school services will be held
at 2:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
at the
Mechanicsburg
Christian
church.

Organs
Out
of
Tune
WRITE US FREELY
and frankly, In strictest confidence, telling ad your
troubles, and stating your age. We will mod you
FEU ADVICE, in plain sealed envelope, and a valuable 64-page Book on "Home Treatment for Women."
Address: Ladies' Advisory Department, Tim
Cliattanooga ModSdno Co., Chattanooga, Inn.
GUS

Female Discord
that is, discord in a woman's organs or functions, is simply another
name for disease, but it expre-ses what perhaps you have never
thought of, and that is, the jangling irritation of your nerves, when your
organs are out of tune. Health is harmony. Every organ must do its
work; every function must be natural, otherwise you need

Du
i
WINE CAR
Of

Woman's
Relief

to tune you up again, and bring harmony into your discordant system. Cardui
does this
In a natural manner, because it is a natural remedy, for diseases peculiar
to ',amen,
It acts directly on your organs, heals and cures them, regulates the functions,
helps to
make you well. Mrs. James Johnson, of Mt Olive, Ark., writes:
I suffered great
pain in my head and back from female trouble, and could not sit up, but one
bottle of
Cardui brought me precious relief." Try it.

At Every Drug Store In $1.00 Bottles

Tenth Street Christian.
Rev. George H. Farley preaches
Second Baptist
on The New Covenant" tomorrow
Rev. L. G. Graham of the Second
to have different ones for each cos- ranging their hair. We frequently
morning at the Tenth street Chris- Baptist church preaches tomorrow
tume.
see extremes, but their coiffures are
tian church, and on "Triumph in morning, while at the evening hour
generally practical. Many correct
Christ" at the evening hour.
Rev. J. C. Midyet of Tennessee, will
A moveable waistcoat is an addition
and smart styles of hairdressing are
deliver a temperance lecture.
Co any suit, and by having several difseen at the theatres or other public
ferent ones, the costume may be Va- gatherings,
Another Tent Meeting.
where there are wellried. They are usually cut low and
Rev. Peter Fields of the Third
North Twelfth Baptist
dressed women. But when these
of a mannish shape, and are made of
street Methodist church is preparing
are attempted by an amateur they are
Sunday school services will be held
ottoman, corded pique or patterned
for another of his series of big tent at 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon at
often
failures, especially when the hat
brocade. A vest of cretonne with
revivals, work of erecting the huge the North Twelfth street Baptist
is added.
flowers outlined in cotton embroidcanvass tent being started yesterday church. Rev. J. R. Henry, the pastor,
New York, May 25--This is the
A woman, wishing to study the
morning on the vacant lot of ground left the city yesterday for Tennes- summer for fichu,, capes and broad' ery is one of the novelties. These
little vests fasten with buttons in- styles in hairdressing, should walk
at Fifth and Jackson streets, where see and will not return until after collars.
The shoulder capes are made side the coat, so can easily be chang- through a large department store and
was last year conducted the great Sunday, therefore will not be present
note the various shapes of the faces
tulle,
f
chiffon, dotted net and all ed.
revival by he and assistants, hundreds to fill his pulpit there tomorrow
featutes, the color and shade of
and
other diaphonous materials. The net
of conversions being effected. He night.
The pretty simple marceled wave
-i.. jAIM
hair, until she finds someone of a simwill have several noted diines to asor chiffon are made w:th graduated coiffure that we have grown accusilar type as herself. She may approve
sist him during th- meeting, which
flounces,
but in the collar, the nar- tomed to is in danger of being rob- of the coiffure or not, but if not, she
Trimble Street- Methodist.
starts June 2, while the evening prebed of its elaborate arrangement of
Rev. George W. Banks fills his pul- rowest ruffle should be almost shoul- the little puffs and rolls, or correctly would not be likely to try that arceding. June i, a big meeting will be
rangement on herself. She may carry
width as the narrower ruffles speaking,
held at the tent to organize the mam- pit tomorrow morning at the Trim- der
the Virginia curls. There away the
effect of many an arrangeble street Methodist church, and tend to make the wearer look round- seems to be no
moth choir, etc.
special position for ment in her minds. These heads are
preaches
evening
at
the
hour
at
the
Rev. Fields will fill his pulpit toshouldered. They tie in the front these firm little rolls, for we see not
inanimate things of a hairdressers'
morrow morning and evening at the Broadway Methodist church.
with a satin or velvet ribbon leaving them at the top of the head, in the window, or the elaborate coiffure for
'Third street church.
long ends. As most of the summer nape of the neck, behind the ears, full dress, but for the every clay pretand sometimes peeping between the ty, practical hair
Tent Revival Commenced.
arrangements. And
frocks are to be cut low in the neck, waves of the pompadour. The
parted one more thing to study is the every
Rev. E. H. Cunningham, the BapBroadway . Methodist.
this
w'll
makie
the
fichus much more heir rolled back with the curls arRev. W. T. Bolling of the Broad- tist divine, has started a tent revival
imaginable shade, quality and texture
ay Methodist church is in Missis- at Fifth and Broad streets, conduct- attractive than when worn with a ranged around the back of the head of hair.
s,ppi visiting his daughter, and will ing worship each evening at 7:30 high -necked dress. Very fascinating from ear to ear is certainly girlish
not return home until next week. o'clock for this week while nexxt fichus made to wear with wash looking, and the same coiffure may be 'CALL CONSTITUTION UNFAIR
- Tomorrow morning the 'Broadway week night and afternoon services dresses are of picque, muslin or linen. adopted by an older person by giving
the pompadour effect. While parting
.,pulpit will be filled by Presiding El- both will be held.
These when worn with a drooping the hair preserves the youth of a Oklahoma and Anglian Territory Reder Blackard, and at the evening hour
publicans Unite to Oppose Plan.
brim, high-crowned hat, trimmed young woman, it has the tendency to
'by Rev. Georrge W. Banks of the
Lectured at Little Cypress.
with roses,' and a high-belted em- add years to one past thirty, so a
Trimble street Methodist church.
Oklahoma City, Ok., May 24—Five
•Rev. T. J. Owen and Rev. G. W.
more mature face requires the dignity
hundred
republicans of Oklahoma and
Banks went to Little Cypress yester- pire gowns, are very attractive.
of apron adour.
Indian Territory at a meeting here
German Evangelical.
day afternoon, and last night Dr.
Empire and princess gowns cannot
It is impossible to give any set today of the state central committee
Rev. Wm. Bourquin of the German Banks delievered his lecture, "A Trip
be
included in the list of the newest rules in regard to hair dressing. One adopted resolutions supporting GovEvangelical church is confined to his Through Palenffne on Horse Back."
Rev. Owen goes-/O Reidland Meth- fashions, and yet they are seen in can watch the hairdressers' windowl ernor Frantz in refusing to call an
bed 'with illness and cannot yet tell
s%hether he will be able to fill his orist church and preaches this even- every store where the latest models for the latest models if this is the election to vote on the adoption or
only desire. But for a good school rejection of the constitution drawn
ing and tomorrow morning, returna are exhibited.
pulpit tomorrow.
All sorts of materials for study, nothing can be better than for the purposed new state of Oklahere and at 3 o'clock Sunday afterare used for this style, the thin trans- some large high-class department homa; postponing the state 'convennoon conducts the dedication cereFirst Baptist.
monies at the new Methodist church parent fabrics being the most suita- stores, where the young women em- tion previously set for June 6 until
Rev. Calvin M. Thompson of the on West Tennessee street. The cere- ble for summer wear. The Empire ployes usually show good taste in ar. after the issuance of the election
First •Baptist church returned yester- monies start at 3 o'clock, and super- style is seen at its best in the evenIT
day from Richmond, Va., and James- vised by Dr. Owen, the dedicatory ing, for a decollete gown is naturally
town, having attended the Southern sermon will be preached by Rev. J. made in the soft loose lines with a
Baptist convention at the former W. Blickard, the presiding elder, as- long train which is always effective
Place, atul the exposition at the latter sisted by Rev. G. W. Banks and for evening wear. Unless the wearpoint. He left Richmond for James- Rev Peter Fields.
er is exceptionally tall and slender,
town before the convention adjournshe requires a long train.
ed, this body not brnging its gatherIt has been found hard to find, for
Grand Rally.
ing to a close until yesterday. Dr.
Rev. T. J Owen is arranging for the little folks, a spring toilet suitaThompson will be in his pulpit toone of the grandest church rallies ble for this changeable weather. The
morrow.
ever held in this district, to occur winter coats are too heavy and spring
one week from today at the Oakland ones are hardly warm enough, nor (lo
First Christian.
Methodist church. Rev. W. T. Boll- they look suitable with a rain and
"The Lord's Business" will be
ing of the fBroadway Methodist snow which has come so frequently
1:leached on tomorrow morning by church
will preach that day, while this spring. A practical outer gar'Rev. Samuel 5. Moore of the First
Professor Bamberg and other music- ment would be of medium weight
Christian church, while his theme
ians and singers will go out to lead serge made in a simple loose style,
firr.the evening 'hour will be "Christ
singing. A big basket dinner long enough to cover the frock. Fasand- The Church." The Junior En- the
served on the grounds, and a ten up to the neck.,and close a little
be
will
i•
'
deavor society meets at 2:30 o'clock
fine time had, many going out from to the left side, ant! have the sleeves
tomorrow aiternoen.
long, finished with rolling cuffs. The
this city.
collar should match the cuffs in the
rolling effect. A loose belt to define
Kenescicy Avenne Presbyterian.
Methodist Mision.
the waist line should be the only
At the Kentucky avenue PresbyRev. W. J. Naylor, pastor of the decoration. Fancy braid an inch wide
terian church tomorriew morning Rev. Padncah
City Missions, will preach sewed on in simple Grecian or square
J. R. Mowry preaches , on "The Partomorrow morning at the Lebanon fashion to the belt adds much to the
able of the Unjust .Steward—The
Methodist church, and in the after- appearance. To be worn with this
•'
Modern Application 'to Business noon at Tyler,
r ,
just outside of Me- coat, a serge Tam CYSfianter with a
_
tiles
e.
chanicsburg
aas
.0=W
band of braid and a smart quill as
•
trimming, would be very pretty, also
brown footwear to match.
NEW AUTO RACE CIRCUIT.

THE LATEST IN
THE FASHIONS
OF NEW YORK
..immosomm

proclamation, and condemning what
the resolutions term unfair provisions
in the proposed ocnstitution.
There now seems no doubt that
the republicans of the two territories
will unite in opposing the rateication
of the constitution unless it is modified.
Washington, May 24.—It is understood that the president will not pass
officially on the Ok'ahoma constitution previous to its submission to the
people of Oklahoma and Indian Territory for ratification.

HIGHER LIFE FOR PIGS
IS PLAN OF UPLIFTER
Plucks Five From MIre to Tata
Them Refinement
Lexington, May a4.—The hog (domestic), Omniverous Stioid Mammal,
Is by nature cleanly and needs only
opportunity for culture to uplift him
to a plaue of refinement as high as
that attained by any other animal.
Such, at least, is the belief of R. K.
Rutter, a farmer who lives near Andrews. He intends to demonstrate
his theory, he says. Five piglets will
Se plucked from the mire, placed
in scrupulously clean quarters, and
given choicest pommes de terre peelings and expurgated food washed
down with horns of appolinaris.
They will be bathed daily in Rtitter's
bathtub. Sx months of this life will
the swine live. At the end of the
term they will be conducted back
to their pristine mud. Rutter declares
they will shun it as the pestilence
and scurry back to the upholstery,
flecking off the debasing soil from
their manicured toes with a rosewater scented bristle.
----4111111011
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On the Rig Side Wheel Steamer

LQUISANA, to Eddyville, Ky.

Philadelphia, Pa., May 24—The
United States Motor Racing association, recently incorporated in New
York, has completed all arrangements
for its initial race meeting, to be held
tomorrow at the Point Breeze track.
The feature of the programme is to
Tbe• fiber*" "Rambler' "Mon.viet" be a twenty-four hours' endurance
.,
lace for fully-equipped touring cars
.44e
and "Imperial."
and touring runabouts.
If the plans of the new aesociation
T Ft LEADING WHEELS.
at e fully carried out the year tooa is
bocnd to be the banner year for autoEASY TERMS.
mob4;le racing in .the United States.
Old
'eels teen in exchange. Ben Aeoriiing to the 'schedule the race
meet f1,,-re is to be followed by simis your rmai work.
ilar tourtiam,ents at Baltimore, Washington, r.:rovidence, Springfield and
Pittsburg. .4.and then an invasion of
the West wi.11 he made. Columbus,
Cincinnati. Lorisville Indianapolis,
Cleveland, Dieta-oit, Cihcago, 1St.
Milwaukee, St.:Y
Louis, Kansas Cis
Paul and Denver vrt.Il be included in
8 North Fifth Street. -the circuit in addition to several of
thi• smaller cities that Ititve well-or,Nextlo 11...;:cticky Theatre.
ganized automobile clubs. ,), ,...a...

)vILLIAMS
--'Y-CLE CO.

The stylish Breton sailors have
made their appearance, and are more
charming than ever. Mixed straws
are trimmed with Roman striped silks
tied in a bow at the left side front.
Sailor frocks in striped ginghams
look well with these hats, and the
reefer coats makes a complete jaunty
suit.
The present fashion in hatpin
comes very near being absurd, yet,
while it must be admitted that some
of the designs are very pretty, the
heads of the latest pins are simply
enormous. Tortoise shell, fine porcelain, and clouded amber ornaments
round as balls are favorites. Oblong ornaments, in spear shapes,
made in amber, amethyst, crystal or
btly other stone are quite as popular.
Other fashioris are beautifully. colored
fruit ornaments and enamelled flowers, fiat blue albite§ mounted in gold,
and little cages d; platinum or gold.
with a turquoise id the center or at
the top. These WOOII /11110 maid,
t hat and gro.o.. so if js necusary

V
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SUNDAY, MAY 26
The boat is under new management, and good order will be maintained.
thoroughly overhaled, and is in first-class condition in every particular.

The

steamer

has

been

The dancing floor is first-

class, and dancing Is free.

—10:1i/4,

AN OPPORTUNITY TO 60 THROUGH THE STATE BRANCH PENITENTIARY IS ,AffORDED
MUSIC WILL BE FUANISHED BY HOLTMAN'S BAND.
No improper characters can go on this trip, for it is given for the best dimities, and any person drinking or having intoxicants aboard will be put off the boat as soon as discovered. Tickets wilt not be
sold to any improper characters under any circumstances. This will be your only chance this season
to go up the beautiful Cumberland river' to Eddywille.. This boat,will leave the wharf promptly at 11:30
and leave Eddrville on the return at 5 p. m. Listen for th& new Calliope Sunday morning.

Fare, Round Trip $1.00, Children 50c.

intervention, much less the occupaULAIM nururcr"---0-1"'
tion of the territory of any of the
an
Europe
American nations by a
power.'
McCracken Circuit Court—Globe
Bank & Trust company, adm'r. of
Thanks to the efforts of the HonJeremiah Callaghan, Plaintiff, vs.
orable Secretary of' State, Mr. Root,
John Callaghan and others, defendthe Drago doctrine will be submitted
to the Hague Conference, and it is
ants, equity.
•
to be hoped that the great powers,
Ordered that this action be referred
The International association of FLOYD HARRIS AND EMMA to Cecil Reed, master commissioner
guided by more reasonable ideas, will
agree to end one of the most dis- Car Workers has been instrumental
of McCracken circuit court, to take
TURNER ARE GIVEN A
proof of assets and liabilities of the
Lake Mohon.le, N. Y., May 24.—A nomic and political conditions of the graceful practices, and establesh rules in securing a wage increase of from
estate of Jeremiah Callaghan, dec'd.,
CONTINUANCE,
and his facilities for dis- that will afford justice to all.
er,
borrow
galaxy of notables addressed the In- charging the obligation, is a complete
and all persons having claims against
"The advancement of the Latin 25 to 35 per cent for the men employsaid estate are required to properly
ternational Arbitration conference misapplication of the general concep- American republics is shown in the ed in the construction and maintenverify and file the same, before said
principles of credit. In yearly increase of their foreign trade ance of railroad cars.
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clay of September, way, or they will
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be forever barred from asserting any
not be that with a populaton of only about
t
Fifty-seven years ago in certain
Having Unclean Premises.
tire programme. Foremost among possibility that paymen may
claim against the assets in the hands
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the United States; Senor In !Ignament of all the energy and was a day's work, except Wednesdays today in the police court as Judge and restrained front collecting their
"In a matter of such importance I employ
cio Cakkron, the Minister front Bo- give my cordial support to the sense efforts of future generations. There and Saturdays, when thirteen or four- Cross yesterday postponed the war- claims against said estate, except
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$230,000.00
Capital
Surplus and Undivided Profits . . . l00,000.00
•
Stockholders' Lia230,000.00
bility
Total . . . . _ $560.00n.00
Total Resources . .$985,453.23
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San Francisco Grafters.
According to the St. Louis Repub-
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lic, that city is ready to yield the U
palm to San Francisco as possessing 33 IS 33 33 33 33 33 ft 33 33 U 33 33 33 U 33 VI

the most scientific and adept grafters
(Incorporated.)
Broadway,
Building,
523
Register
in the country. It says:
AM
"The grafters played it low down'
AMES E. WILHELM, President
Treasurer on the reformers in San Francisco
CNN WILHELM,
OBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary when, as Rudolph Spreckels affirms,
. '
Entered at the Postoffice of Padu- they named the members of the ReCab. KY., as second-class mail matter. form committee which was to purify
the town and clean up the city hall.
•5-00
One Year
The committee having resigned in
2.50
Months
Six
has disgust, San Francisco cannot do betThree Months
.50
One Week
ter than to return to the good old
straight
way and keep pegging at
paper
Anyone failing to receive this
regularly ghoul report the matter to the prosecution.
The Register office at once. Tele"By all accounts the job will be a
phone Cumberland 358.
large one, and the penitentiary will
need some additions if half of those
r-4•,.
.aliki:WAll•iik• ttta
are
convicted who are said in comClaRat
,
111111.
mon report to have gouged the city
or taken blackmail or bribes.
"St. &salts almost ceases to be
Saturday Morning, May se, 1907.
ashamed of its boodle record when it
reads that these San Francisco degenThe Telegraph Trust.
erates were not honest enough to stay
In an editorial on "How the Tele- bought, but sold their votes at a
graph Trust Robs the People," the discount to one applicant for franChicago Examiner prints some in- chises after having pledged them for
large considerations to the other.
teresting figures.
"If San Francisco does not give
It publishes a table showing the inthem double terms for the double
crease in the te'egraph rates between
bribery and soMething extra for the
New York and various parts of the impudence of it, she
will fail in the
country and the increase ranges from administration of that equal and exao per cent. to 6o per cent., and, points act justice which makes the punishout that the capitalization and bonds ment fit the crime."
of one of the companies is five times

L

VI 33 13 32 33

MAY as.
1.5zo—george D'Ambdirse, cafaitlal
and prime minister to Louts
XII, died. Born 164o.
1659—Richard Cromwell..formally abdicated, after nominal rule of
seven months.
1763 Fort St. Joseph taken by the
Indians.
1826—First congress met in Bolivia.
1845—Sir John Franklin sailed from
Sheerness on his last expedition to the Arctic.
1857—Andrew P. Butler, U. S. senator from South Carolina, died.
Born Nov. 17, 1796.
1:.:2—Royal Society of Canada held
its fir,st meeting at Ottawa.
1891—U. S. Supreme court declared
"original package" law unconstitutional.
1899—Rosa Bonheur, French painter,
died. Born 1822.
Ictot—iNlorwegian parliament conferred franchise on women taxpayers.
1903—British 4roops defeated the
Mad Mullah in Somaliland.

TEMPERANCE
FIVE KILLED IN
RESOLUTIONS AMMONIA FUMES

FURIOUS ITCHING
HUMOR ON CHILD

COLORED

Bleeding Sores Covered Her Whole
Body After an Attack of Measles
—Nursed Every Night for ThreeWeeks—Nothing Helped Her.

BAPTISTS ADOPT SIX
WORKMEN
HUNDRED
STRONG DOCUMENT IN
FLEE DEADLY GAS AT
HIS RESPECT.
ARMOUR & CO'S.

Deplore the Fact That Liquor Traffic
is Great Curse to Colored Race
— Elect Officers Today.

Hospital Physicians Fear Pneumonia
as Result of Twelve Semi-Asphyziations.

THEN CUTICURA MAKES
COMPLETE CURE IN 5 DAYS-

"la h in my opinion my duty 1.1.1*
those who praise the Cutieura 'ewe
• (Communicated.)
'Chicago, May 24.—The lives of five dies. Attar ray granddaughter of atm*
Wren years had
Particular strong resolutions favor- workmen were snuffed out and a dozA •.
been cured°, As
seriously
were
injured by the
ing temperance received hearty en- en men
measles, she was
attacked about a
dorsement yesterday at the colored explosion of an ammonia pipe in the
fortnight later by
beef-willing department of Armour di
a furious, itching
Baptist Convention in session here.
Co's. plant at Forty-second street and
and palatial orapMany addresses directed against the Packkers' avenue in the stock yards
tiony.
bod alluoposia
ver her
,
drink habit following the rading of
More than 600 men in the beef and
the upper porta
the resolution wh;cth condemned sheep killing departmens were imit, forming
all
explosion,
although
wateryandltiesC-periled by the
strongly "parlor drinking."
s
workmen below, the fourth floor esD. D. Durrett, Rev. R. W Ware, caped
without serious injury. Many airla
lnie
":41e
ipe:
veas
suila
Iiiree
dist and ejla*
ktgailif isonikkrabis
Rev. C. W. Merriwearther and Bro. heroic rescues were made by men af $
Sim'
Teague, spoke in strong terms of the calm judgment, who did much to mired her every_ night, using
felnediss we could think of. )lotbtag
damage to the negro race done by avert a disastrous panic.
would help. We then reeaambsrsl
When the first pipe burst below the
about
the liquor traffic
aC
as
illimini
sitfor4
'
fourth floor of the building, the =isabil.ardWirelestalhor
The committees on education, the
mussy-tom bouts we noted otansidsrabie
sound could be heard for blocks. This insprovemsat, and. after
•:%gbas.
tams
executive board, on topics; and on explosion was followed quickly by
MS of the
obituary rendered thir reports.
two others in rapid succession. In"tourjoy.hadea
4:11145W
ramete
.81"1"
tz
The Rev. J. J. McCrutcheon, dis- stantly the floors above the bursted
has bees well for a
pipes
were filled with the deadly
D.
trict missionary, delivered the mis1.
2
907171
fumes, and workmen, panic stricken.
sionary sermon yesterday afternoon. fell over each other as they groped
The session last night was given blindly for the exits to escape sertain
over entirely to the work of the M. death.
& D. college, at •Hopkinsville, which
Cured by Cuticura Remedies
Two Men Save Many.
No Return In ao Years.
school is maintained by the colored
The heroism of Isaac Taylor, a fore
Baptists
of
this
part
of the state.
"My Pan, when a tad of shame, was
man of the beelsicelling department,
The St. Louis bank teller, Groteits value, and that the public has to
SteaMed with humor on his taco am*
and
Rev.
James
Towle,
J.
W.
fore
M'KINLEY'S
MRS.
another
CONDITION
M;llian
preached
the
ofkr mina Cuticura Remedies he was
pay dividends on the watered valua- fend, who was recently brought back
educational sermon from the text man, resulted in the rescue of many fiend from every humor and has vow
IMPROVED—R
ELAPSE
timaed so to the present time after
from Sweden, where he had gone after
tions. That paper says•
John 3-2, "We Know That Thou Art of the men imprisoned by the deadly twenty years have passed. Your
Cultfumes just in time to save their lives. ours Soap has been used in
LIKELY ANY TIME.
my ?sadly
"The capital stock of the Western "borrowing" a few thousand dollars
a Teacher Come from God; no Man When the detonation rocked
the build for several
and
I
have
faith
in
the
and Postal is $100,000,000 each. In ad- of the bank's money, gives as an exCan Do the Miracles That Thou ing and every department was pene- Cubicura Resiediss. A. H. Smith,
Marion, Me., Dec. 1, I900."
dition the Western is reported as cuse for his act that his salary was
Surgeon-General Rixey and Secretary Death Except God be With Them." rated by the noxious gas Taylor and
sad
t flat
Towle
bonded for $53,000,000. In 1888 and
climbed
ladder
a
stories
several
A full and complete report of the
only fbo a month, and he could not
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Courtelyou
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and
are
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turned
valve
a
which
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cut
off
189,4 experts estimated that the
work of the institut"on was given by
re;
flow of ammonia from the pipe
Driven to Fautily
lines of the company could be du- stipport his wife and family on that
the President, Prof. P. T. Frazer. He Those who who were not already be
for
excuse
is
there
no
plicated at from $18000,000 to $.25,000,- sum. While
Home.
stated that the years just closed was yond help were thus relieved until
coo. It would be impossible for any dishonesty at any time, men who
the most successful in the history of their fellows and firemen who
s•
body to show that the actual invest- hold such responsible positions should
the insituion, in the points of attend- reached the scene soon after the exVERY QUEER EGOS.
Canton, 0., May 24.—It was anplosion could climb to their rescue.
ment of the Western Union is now or
be paid a salary sufficient to preclude nounced from the McKinley home ance, and the character of the work
When
the
firemen arrived. Battalconcern is capitalized at$153,000,000
this morning that Mrs. McKinley's done He asked for increased aid from lion Chief Purroughs and his men Ducks Hold Record for Laying the
With its recently issued bonds the such an excuse.
condition was improved over that of the churches. The late Mrs. Ellen found it impossible to penetrate the
Oddest Ones.
ono corn is capitaPzed at $153,000,000,
yesterday to such an extent that there Ramsey, an estimable white lady who Boor where it was believed many of
Say the St. Louis Republic: "Pub- is hope of her survival
or nearly five times its real value. On
for several lived in Hopkinsville, made a bequest the workmen had perished. They
The stories told by poultry keeper,
managed to climb to the windows and
this enormous watered stock the Am- lic opinion has achieved another days.
o $400 to the institution.
with
in
regard to the laying of eggs are
hooks
and
ropes
dragged
some
Dr. Portman says the result is in
erican people are required to pay divi- "glorious victory.' It has passed the
The final reports of committees, of the victims to safety. Tt was sev- in
danger
of becoming viewed by the
doubt
as
a
relapse
may come on at
dends.
utilities bill. Verily, any time and her constitution is in the election of officers and the trans- eral hours before 't was possible for public in the same suspicious light as
public
New
York
"On an honest basis, with fictitious
such condition that she can hardly action o a great deal o business will any man to enter the ammonia-charg- the tall yarns of fishermen,
says the
ed room and remain with safety. As
capital eliminated, the Western Union the muck-rakers have accomplished stand a severe
be taken up today.
attack.
Molassine
I
sap:day
World.
as
workmen
mesten-word
were
could afford to carry a
dragged
much."
Surgeon -General
Rixey
arrived
Dr. 'V. H. McRiley, president of out in an unconscious condition
It is announced th•t art egg laid by
they
sage from New York to Chicago for
over the Pennsylvania from Washing- the
Cadiz Normal and Theological were rushed to the Provident Hospit- a hen belonging to a coast
guards
ton
at
10:11.
20 cents,inatead of so and still make
He
was accompanied
al.
The government is going after men
officer at Bridgeport measuring seven
by Secretary Cortelyou who husried College of Cadiz, speaks at 3 o'clock
money.
and memorial services in honor of
"high up" who, it is alleged, are in- here from New York.
Doctors Fear Pneumonia.
and /eight inches by six and three
•
"In England the rate for dispatdhes
Immediately on steppirig from the Revs. H. A. Keaton and W. A. TawWhile the men who were taken to quar
inches, while another of simis a cent a word. The same is true volved in conipiracies to defraud the
train inquiry was made by them as to ens will be hel dat 4:30.
the hospital were revived within a few ilar size picked
up ma farm yard at
for ordinary distances in Australia, government of valuable timber and the condition of Mrs.
hours and did not seem to be in a serMcKinley, as
Fenny
stratford
was, on being openwhere the population is much sparser mineral lands in eight states.
they hurriedly entered the McKinley
ious condition, the physicians in
TILTON. BEECHER'S OLD
than here. In most Continental councarriage and were driven to the home
charge refused to allow any of them ed, found to contain a perfectly formENEMY, DYING IN PARIS to be taken home because of the ed second egg The record
of the patient.
monster
tries the charge is about the same;
After all the hullabaloo about
danger of pneumonia resulting from chicken egg is believed to be one of
At
ii
:o
o'clock
after
a
consultain Switzerland less.
the excessive irritation caused by the eight
inches by seven inches an
"Thue it is that these corpora- prosecuting Harriman, the railway tion of doctors, 0! E. Portemann, J. Man Who Sued Famous Brooklyn amdionia in
their lungs.
E. Eyman, Superintendent of the
Pastor
Cannot
weighing
Wye.
five ounces.
be
a
business
should
part
effecting
combinations
it Masillon
eons, whose
king, for
It was the pheumonia resulting from
State hospital. and Admiral
The most freakish eggs are attributhe semi-asphyxiation from ammonia
of The postoffice system, rob the Am- develops that no law exists by which Rixey, surgeon of the navy, Dr. Rixey
Paris, May 24—Theodore Tilton, fumes which caused the deaths of tbir ted to ducks. The Weston Park Muserican people."
gave out the following statement:
he may be prosecuted.
"Mrs. lvfoKinley's condition is more whose famous suit _against the Rev. teen bricklayers who were overcome eum, Sheffield. has a duck's egg which
favorable. We hope and believe that Henry Ward Beecher created a great when a pressure head in an ammonia contains another smaller one inside,
pump burst in the power plant of the
Another Candidate.
she will improve.
Occupation.
A Change of
sensation many years ago, alleging company January aft. Several of the and still a greater curiosity is a twin
"Her condition, however, is seri(Lexington Gazette.)
that the pastor of Plymouth church men affected at that time had ap- footed goose lay an egg which is so
And still they come! A red-hot
ous. The principal difficulty is to give
prison
in
now
Hummel
is
Abe
in
Brooklyn had won the affections parently recovered from the' effects end.
Presibetween
controversy is now on
sufficient nourishment."
of the fumes and were ready to go
where he is doing the first honest
In a mescum at Paris a curious four
of Mrs. Tilton, is dying from double
home from the hospital when they footed
dent Roosevelt and Dr. Long, an
goose lays an egg which lea so
week's work he ever performed in
pneumonia and heart trouble. His were stricken with the pneumonia
invariably misshapen, and the shell of
author of animal stories and from his lug, dark-lantern career.
GAY, OF LEXINGTON,
The explosion occurred about 3:30 which is so brittle
death is only a question of a short
that
the way the doctor is crowding the
eiclock
and is the third disaster cans• touched. All efforts to it breaks If
time.
He
is
seventy-two years of age. ed
Leads in the First Day of the Kenpreserve these
by ammonia gas explosion within eggs have been
presilletit it Is .conly a matter of a
and was stricken yesterday morning.,
futile.
tucky State Shoot.
The May Music Festival was a 'suc/The last four months. These acciAn egg apparently in a state of preHe was fond of walking and against dents have cost twenty lives and have
shott wh;sle before Mr. Roosevelt will cess from evere standpoint, so much
fect presetration is reported to have.
Lexington, Ky., May 24.—At the his
caitsed
irriparablc
injury
scores
to
doctor's
r,f
adivce went out in cold,
hand ,the doctor his credentials for FO that in future years it will annually close of the first day's shooting of the
bee-n discovered inbedded in the mortw orkir en.
Men who inhale the
raw
weather,
which
brought
ar
or
of a building standing for folly Eloos
the
fifth
annual
target
tournament of the
membership in the Ananias club.
Dower driven ammonia fumes, even
constitute one of the attractions.
Kentucky Trapshooters' league, held attack. Mt. Taton's daughter, -'1irs. if rescued from death, never recover years, the egg must have be.en undies
In a latter of recent date Dr. Long
turbed for all that long period.
here yesterday, J. L. Gay, o Lexing- Pelton of Brooklyn, has been cabled their strength.
wrote the president:
ton, was awarded the trophy given by of her father's
PLANT STILL IDLE.
dangerous coadition.
Read the Daily Register 'or Mews.
the lawyers of this city, as he made
have just read your .article in
the highest score, 97 out of a possible
HARMONY
SINGING.
Evirybo.dy.,;a s. Magazine. You have Nothing Can Be Effected Towards TOO.
V. K. Dodge of this city, won CHARGE OF BRIBERY MADE
Starting Up Again.
delileeretely 'one out of your way
Hundreds Will Go From Here to
the trophy given by the druggists,
making a score of 27 points out of
-ha Attack a•man of whom you know
Benton Tomorrow.
Chattanooga, enn., May 24—SensaThe huge Mengenthaler-Horton 25 birds. The eleetton of officers for tion was developepd
nothing. and .who is honestly trying
its the Circuit
Hundreds of Paducah people will
the league was held last night and
Court here when a charge was made
to tie a man's work in the world. You basket factory -ontinues idle in-Misgo
to Benton tomorrow to be present
resulted
as
follows:
that A. Berger, in a jracoo damage at the Old Southern
have used the .advantage of your high chanicsburg with no prospect of
George
B.
Harmony singLexington,
Kinkead,
of
Vosiliers to injute him and you have starting up again, as those in charge president; J. Q. Ward, of Paris, vice suit against the street car companari ing, which will be participated in by
cannot
perfect plans for resumption president; Frank
hidden behind another man in your
e usula 4,000 or 5,0oo people from
Pragoff, of Louis- had, bribed witnesses to swear 01
of operations As stated some weeks ville, secretary and treasurer.
they saw Sol Rosenthal, uncle of the
Is section of the state. Special
allegeg interviFw.
ago, the probabilities are report will
The next annual shoot will be held plaintiff, thrown from
trains are run out of here over the
a car which is
"There are only two noticeafile
C R• St. L. railroad for the benGood cigars are not all imbe made to Judge Walter Evans, of under the auspices of the Northern alleged to have resulted in
his death. efit ,.1 those desiring
*hisgeboet your athick—its /44
to attend.
the federal court, of prevailing condi- Gun club. of Dayton, Ky. The shootported.
John Ray, one of the witnesses adtaste and its cowardice. Of itself,
A 1:,-sse number of fine choristers
tions preventing resumption, and ing_cciotinues today. ,. •
mitted
on
the
stand
he
told
Foster V. will i.ad the singing.
• with all its denials ad assertions,
Imported cigars are not all
prospects are the plant will be sold,
Brown attorney for the stree car com' which pre too easily d‘ap.roved, it is bought in
good.
• ^
A
by new parties and again P111,7011 MAN IS
pany that he had received a suit of
not worth a gentleman's considera- placed upon
NO DANCING IN
ROBBED'IN CAIRO. clothes to swear
an operative basis.
but he said he was
However, every cigar we
tion. Unfortunately, your
THrS ILLINOIS TOWN.
It has been about two month-s now
just
talking
then
and
not
swearing.
Victim
of Stick up Men Refused tq
keep—whether imported or doanion gives weight !even te, your since the institeron woo run.
Berger was held under bond of $t,c000' (Fairfield Letter to St. Louis GlobeDivulge His Identity.
foolish words, and, for the :rake of
mestic—is a good, satisfactionand witnesses Jinv Cry and Ray pendDmocrat.)
the truth and of the thousandr .who
Retrusien A WAIT.
According to dispatches from Cairo ing investigation May 31.
promoting smoke.
The village tr,ird of Golden Gate,
read my books and love them,
a fttltort m,an was held up Monday
•••••1111.
this county, has pased an ordinance
night
at the Illinois approach to the
prohibiting dancing within fhe corpoobliged to answer you
Frankfort, Ky, May 24.--Tht KenQuite
a
few
stage people of note
big bridge. The stick-up men shoved
rate
limits of the village, imposing
tucky
,Court
Appeals
yesterday
of
reare Christian Scientists. Among them
Now watch the president call the
sosed the writ of ,menslamuss esker! big pistols in the Fultonian's face may be mentioned
IX-PO-14y of $w for the first offense
David Bispham,
good doctor a liar, or something eyt.,he Attorney-General to reqeire and told him to "fork over." Seeing
the well known baritone, and Whit- and Stott for the second.
no
room
for
unlucky
At Ow recent election there the
argument,
the
Spee;s1
Judge
Wm
Carets of tit&
equally as good, and.the doors of the
ney Mockredge, the tenor, William
pit the "lid"on by a large,maCircuit Court to grant an appeal front man handed over his gold Veatch and Norris, the
DRUGGIST
comedian': H. Clay BarAnanias club will open for the recep- his orde." transferring the Hargis ti.5 in money. The victim reported
kfte.i ten years of saloons and
I
3
naby,
the
"Bostonian,"
famous
Mary
,.;.csi running, and the new
lion of the new candidate for mem- murder eas-es to Elliott County for hits case to the police but refused to Ellen Lease,
SXTH AND BROADWAY
the lecturer, and Clara
trial. The ceses are due to be called tell fife name r anything about hlw.arst s proposing to stop all forms
Burnham.
Lowse
the
author.
of rice.
self except that he lived in this city.
tit Sandy Hook .on Korday neat,
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Some New and Nobby Things
In Shirt) Waists

FULLY 2,000 PEOPLE HEARD THE FAMOUS INNES BAND AND
ITS ARTISTS PRESENT THEIR NUMBERS YESTERDAY AFTERNOON AND EVENING AT THE BASE BALL GROUNDS—
BAND LEAVES TODAY FOR ANNA, ILL., AND
JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION.

THEN

REFEREE BAGBY ISSUED ORDERS TO THE GOSSETT

TO

TRUSTEE.

Will Crockett Was Released YesterPaducah in general, and the Wo- at the ball grounds, commending at
2:30 o'clock. About soo people were
man's club in particular, should feel
out during those hour but last night
proud of the huge manner in which
the capacity•of the grand stand WI2S
appreciation was shown yesterday and taxed, about 1,500 interested spectalast evening of the high class artists tors being there. Every seat in the
visiting this city, as about 2,00 people amphitheatre was taken, while hunaltogether attended the handsome dreds were standing and in their
May Music Festival given on the vehicles upon the campus.
EXCLUSIVE READY-TO-WEAK
legue base ball grounds in Wallace
The artists occupied places upon a
park. It was a test of the public large platform erected facing the
spiritedness and love of good music grand stand, while overhead was a
of the citizens, and the success at- temporary slanting roof that threw
tained was unusually pronounced and tl:e sound directly into the grand
highly pleasing to the promoters.
s:..nd.
U
it
U
ttU
The famous Innes band presented
ttitti
ttUttUUUUUti
The ladies of the Woman's club
U :;
a group of great artists that fulfilled had to guarantec the band an imu PERSONAL MENTION.
THE RIVER NEWS. •
in every respect the expectations of mense sum before getting a contract
U:;
loving public, as in the for the musicians, to come here, bbut
UUUSSUU assuattetuaaa U 0118:SUUUSSUUUUOUISUUtt :he music
aggregation are men possessing tal- the liberal patronage accorded not
Mr. Jack Fisher has returned from
.,,asoveT sem».
ent and merit recognized the country only paid off the guarantee, but left
0.8 fall St. Louis.
over. 'The numbers rendered were of quite a snug sum for the club treas15.9 1.6 fall
Cincinnati • , ,
visit
to
has
gone
Bowlan
John
Mrs.
a high order and were thoroughly ap- ury.
0.4 fall
Louisville
.
Louisville
in
fall
6
01..4
It preciated by the immense crowd. The
'
446.6
•
Mt VTrnon
The band .leaves this morning for
fall
to band arrived yesterday morning from
gone
has
'Mt Carmel
Hendrick
Mr. Wm.
Ill., then after filling engageAnna,
10.2 0.4 fall Louisville on business.
Nashville
en- ments at several other places, goes
an
filled
they
where
lle
Hopkinsvi
fall
4.6 0.1
Chattanooga
40 0.5 fall
Mrs. Myrtle Legg of Mayfield is gagement, and the first series of num- to the Jamestown Exposition for a
•rlorenee
86 1.3 fall visiting Mrs. Alben Barkley.
)ohnsonville
bers were presented in the afternoon month.
29.7 2.2 fall
C dro
reMr. H. S. Wells and wife have
15.3 1.0 fall
St.
19.2 2.2 fall turned from Jacksonville, Fla.
Paducah
26 ot fall
Burnside
Mr. Bell Given went to New Or40 0.5 fall
Carthage
leans last evening for a week's stay.

day From County Jail—Grogan

SOAP PASTE
Elegant for Mampooing
The Hair
25 cents Per Jar

Dismissed and Skinner
is Held.
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1. D. BACON

Referee E. W. Bagby,,of the bankrupt court, yesterday made an order
directing the trustee of the Leander
J. Gossett bankruptcy 'proceeding to
again sell Gilbertsville land that Gossett owns, and which was sold once
before, but the referee disapproved 22
t2 tt ta it tt Vitt U
of the sale on acount of such* a small
price being gotten for the property. •
NEWS IN BRUM. 0
U
This new sale is to be conducted at
U 32 :Stint:U:1:2 ISUUISUU
Benton by the trustee upon whatever
date he chooses.
—The Cairo ball club, "Pabsts."
will be here tomorrow to Play "The
Paducahs" at the league park, game
New School Property.
called at 1:3o p. m.
by
Deeds for the property bought
— Mr. and Mrs. Edward Nuelcok, of
the public school trustees were lodged the Epperton section, lost their infant
for record yesterday with the county boy, and it was buried yesterday afclerk, one showing that Martin J. ternoon at the Lagore cemetery
—The Junior Warden Missionary
ground,
Yopp gets $3,000 for his
of the Broadway Methodist
society
and J. E. and Mary Digel $1,545 for church will meet at 4 o'clock this aftheirs. Both pieces of property lie at ternoon with Mrs. Eades, of 93o JefTwelfth and Jackson streets and ad- ferson street.
join.
—Woodmen of the World of Cairo
David M. Street transferred to Wil- have chartered the steamer Louisiana..
and parliam T. Street and others for $4,000 to come to Paducah July
ticipate in the celebration to be conproperty on Fountain avenue.
Maggie Seibert and others deeded ducted by the lodges of this city at
will
to L. A. M. Grief for $c and other Wallace park. The Cairoite,
strong.
1,000
property,
come
of
pieces
five
tions
considera
This afternoon at e o'clock • the
Miss Muria! Brown of Hopkinsville
—Cake and- ice cold lemonade will one at Seventh and Adams, one on
steamer Kentucky gets out for the Is visiting Mrs. Frank Wahl of Clay
on sale today at 302 Broadway for
be
on
one
street,
Jackson
near
Twelfth
Tennesse river. She comes back on street.
benefit of the county W. C. T. U.
the
beIsland creek, one on Jefferson
next Thursday night.
ay morning at 7 o'tlock
—Yesterd
in
and
one
Fourth
and
tween Third
Mrs. Bud Culp has gone to Memthe plant of the Southdestroyed
The steamer Dick Fowler will refire
STELLA
OPHA ODEN CLAIMS
BY SOUTHERN PRESBYTERI- the county.
remain
and
husband
her
join
to
phis
New
ring company at
and
Manufactu
Cairo
ern Pine
turn tonight front
WORKED ON HER WITH
the ever from
t,
ANS IN SESSION AT BIRMacross
Broolcpor
hfladrid, where she has been running all summer.
Crockett Released.
of about $7,000.
a
loss
entailing
for several days on account of the
here,
KNIFE.
INGHAM
Miss Towne Segar .of Anna, Ill., is
Will Crockett was released from
ured crossmanufact
concern
medical society meeting.
The
the county jail yerster.day, having arms for telephone and telegraph
visiting Miss Maybelle Beyer of
e
Evansvill
The Joe Fowler went to
fully recovered his right senses, after poles and employed about fifteen 'meNorth Fifth.
yesterday and comet bads tomorrow,
Frank Jones, Colored, Charged With Charlotte Agreement Finally Adopted being incarcerated for two or three chanics. The origin of the fire is unand stays here until Monday befoee
Mrs. Frank Wahl of 918 Clay street
weeks. He acts very strangely at known.
Threatening Geo. Harvey, Colgetting out on the return trip.
will entertain her two Sunday school
—Roll Call Gives It a Majority
times, and for fear he had lost his
ored, With Revolver.
The John S. Hopkins came in to- classes today.
mind the officers locked him up the
of 7.
day from Evansville and departs at
of this month, but he is all right
first
Tenn.,
Mr. R. Z. Taylor of Trenton,
BUILDING REMODELING.
once on her return.
now.
Mills
B.
W.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
is
visiting
arrested
leave
will
The Reuben Dunbar
Stella Smith, colored, was
West Jefferson.
Birmingham, Ala. , May 24 —1111c
Nashville tonight, get here tomor- on
Cornrnittee Will Meet Monday To Go
yesterday by Officer'James Clark on
One Dismissed, One Held.
Assembly of the Presbyterian
General
ClarksOpha
cutting
for
y
row, and leave Monday
Mrs John C. Dabney of Cadiz, Ky., the charge of malicioul
Over the Pencil Sketches.
John Grogan of ,Ialloway county
ville. , She is running in place of the is visiting the family of Colonel B. B. Odim, colored, with a knife during a Church in the United tates yesterday has been dismissed by United States
Beittorff, this being the first trip out. Linn of North Fifth.
fight they engaged in.
adopted Charlotte art;cles of agree- Commissioner W. Armour Gardner,
The Odd Fellows' committee havToday the Peters Lee goes down,
ment, calling for closer relations of enough evidence not being introduced
d.
Flourishe
Pistol
returned
has
Bourquin
T.
E.
charge of preparations for reconMr.
ing
Memphis
en route from Cincinnati to
that Grogan had been selltaken out yesterday churches using the Presbyterian. sys- to prove
in Pennsylvisit
was
week's
size
warrant
a
A
from
of the Fifth and Kentucky
struction
near
i
Cincinnat
license
to
The Georgia Lee gets
ing whiskey without'
points.
against Frank Jones, colored, charg- tem. The vote stood 96 to 94. It
was arrested sev- avenue school building will not meet
he
where
next Tuesday and leaves Wednesday vania and other
Murray,
ing him with flourishing and present,' took the official count to determine
on her return trip next Saturday.
eral- days days ago and brought here until next Monday night to look over
Mrs. Alben Barkley and child re- ing a pistol in a threatening manekW
the arside had won, and the stated
which
exan
runs
the
Louisiana
visiting
steamer
by Deputy U. S. Marshal Wade the pencil sketches drawn by
The
turned yesterday from
at George Harvey, colored.
look.
will
things
how
showing
the
chitect,
verified
call.
roll
clerk)
Labor
cursion tomorrow for Central
Brown.
former's mother, Mrs. Charles Browis remodeled
Insulting Language Charge.
The vote was on the adoption of
body to Eddyville- and return. Many er, of Mayfield.
Phillip Skinner has been held to the when the structure
lines suggested. The archiwill take in the fine outing.
Jessie Ford, colored, wax arrested
majority report of a special corn fall term of federal court grand jury along the
the sketches finished, but
daugh- by Officer Mike Dugan yesterday on the
has
and
Farrell
tect
M.
to
Charles
Mr.
failing
and
the
oner,
from
commissi
arrived
has
The Harth
mittee of thirteen ministers and thir- by the
six committeemen in
the
are
of
e,
some
Evansvill
Rogof
jail.
Laura
Francis,
Miss
by
out
ter,
a warrtn gotten
Caseyville mines with a tow of coal
give bond, is still in the county
upon
pass
to
teen
elders,
appointed
able to be present
not
were
Mr.
charge
ers, colored, wherein the latter claims
for the Wet Kentucky coal company. visiting the former's brother,
Skinner is accused of bootlegging in
time set to gaththe
night,
articles.
the
of
and
onality
Thursday
the
rile
constituti
theatre.
Kozy
some
The
of
used
Farrell
woman
Lou
the Ford
Graves county.
therefore
The Chattanooga will be let off the
drawings,
the
scan
er
and
l'he
It came after a discussion which had
insulting language towards her.
marine ways next week, having been
off until next
put
Mr. George Finnigan and wife have ford woman resides up about Fifth
was
session
the
lasted since the assembly opened, the
completely overhauled. The inspect- returned from Atlanta, Ga., where
Monday evening.
and Husbands streets.
body being nearly evenly divided.
Airs will be here to examine her.
of
William J. Burns, the United
gathering
annual
the
he
attended
The excursion boat J. S., arrived the national Brotherhood of Railroad
Slowly Recovering.
States escret service agent whose
yesterday from Naldivile and went to Trainmen as the delegate from Padutrapping of every member of WILL BUILD ALFALFA PALACE
recent
Fred Collins is slowly recovering
The effect of die adoption of the
Zransville.
Francisco's corrupt board of supat his home on Langstaff avenue, in
San
cah's body.
PresbyRowlandtown, and the doctors now articlees is that the Southern
ervisors into a full confession is, conGreeley Colo, May 24—A threeMesdames Charles Legg, N. T. think he will get well. His life was terian Church will name twelve rep- sidered a fine piece of work, has an
palace built entirely of alfalfa.
story
Lowe, G. T. Fuller, Miss Virginia despared of for a day or two follow- resentatives to the Council of Re- international reputation as a detective. will be one of tre attractions Of the
Listeman, and Messrs. A. M. Tomlin- ing Tuesday night when he was shot formed Churches. These representa- He began life as a cutter in a tailor harvest day celebrations to be held
son, F. D. Carr and Bunk Gardner'at the circus grounds by Night tives will be of three classes of four shop and was 26 years old when he in this city in August. This city is in
of Mayfield, were here last evening Watchman E. E. Holt, of the Sixth
took his first detective case in Colum- the center of one of the greatest aland Campbell streets 1. C. freight members each, to consist of two min- bus, 0.
attending the May Music Festival.
falfa growing communities in the
isters and two e"-rs. The classes
house
West and the citizens have decided to
will serve one, two and three years
adopt this means of showing their aleach, cespectivey, after which va- Read the Daily Register for News. falfa at the harvest celebrations.
TRAMPS ARE FOR FORAKER
cancies will be filled for a full term
Chippewa Falls, Wis.. May 2.7.—The
of three years. A committee of five
national tramps' convention, held here
will be named by the moderator to
after indulging in a flow of oratory
the representatives.
nominate
against the police in various cities and
Follette.
has been one of the
The
question
La
and
$4.25 lauding Roosevelt
Straight flour, a bbl
favoring Forskier
ns
resolutio
in the Presbyterian
adopted
important
most
24 lb, keg Pansy Flour
70
for President. The tramps were orfive
years.
for
Church
25
2 lbs. AllggibloSugse.
dered from the city after the conven10 tion.
'Morning Starch, a pkg.
35
2 1-2 cake Baker's chocolate
Inhuman Tragedy.
25
We have just received a fresh line
3 doz, boxes safety matches
Lexington. Ky., May 24.—A teleof Country Hams which we will sell
25 Pied Piper of Hamlin
2 t-lb. cans Pickled Sclarinap
from Sergent, Ky.,yesterday
17
gram
per pound
t -a lb. pkg. Lipton Tea.
Needed in Bluegrass. Fancy Sugar Cured Hams, ,,per lb be says that the body of Mrs. Ellen
05
Beeswax, a cake
Flaneary aged 30 years, a widow,
24.--Rats Fancy Picnic Hams, per lb. ....t
Danville, Ky., May
235
..........
....70c whose home was on Perry Creek, was
2 pldrog Nehcia relating
enough to tax the powers of the Pied Fancy Patent Flour, per sack
Flour
disenvered near her home beneath
Cake
25
.
Pao
Sweet
Virginia
Nabiscos
pkgs.
3
Piper have suddenly appeared all
REQUEST.
25C
heap of roclds She ha& been etabbet
CATALOGUES AND PRICES GIVEN UPON
3 packages for
25 over the Bluegrass, and dealers in
2 pings. Saratoga Flakes
and
cut
t
way
t5c in the breast, her.throa
25 traps designed to catch-the little pests 2 pkgs. Macaroni for
3 plekg0 Vanilla Wafers
25C there were several fractures Indicatcans Stardard corn for
4
business.
office
land
a
are
doing
15
Mixedaeakes, a pound
Wash Powder..5c ing an inhuman tragedy. Floyd Fra.'
Nearly 3oo of the rodents were run 2 pls. White Line
75
25c ziee, 78 years old,' found with blood
for
Flakes
2 doe. Nutmeg,.
picas
2
Saratoga
out of an old barn formerly occupied
15C on hii clothes, was arrested, charged
6o by Bullite & Rednower, railroad 2 cans Hominy for
Melchittr Herring, a keg
326-28 S. 3rd St,
for
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piles of refuse the rats poured out in
15
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almost countless numbers. The men
, cans Potted Ham
5 lo-ce1
25 fen upon them with clubs and for
20 nearly three hours the sport was fast
I-lb. ca ,Slited Deied Beef.
and furious. One hundred and forty25
....-2 bottllicQueen Olives
seven dead rats were counted, the ma15
Hash
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p 1-2 lb:, ans Corn
jority of which had been caught by
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Mr. foUlconer's .errior, wh'eh ei11IUNG OPICEMENT"
25 peared to be an adept at the harness.
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, 95 Owinlito lack of time a larpe Part of
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BRYANT'S

Reading Standard
Bicycles and Motor Cycles

Saturday Specials

FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO'S.

,„

Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Windmills, etc.

S. E. MITCHELL

f

Beet Kentucky and Illinois Coal

Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Waitehall and Agatite Cement
fi

H. M. CNNNINGHAM

los- -

Phones . Old 960, New 245!

v.:

Thirteenth and Adams Street
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WE USE

ONE WAY OF ASSERTING
RECRUITS FOR ABUT MAYOR MAKES MOVE
itif WOMAN'S RIGHTS
AGAINST GAS COMPANY

The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS APPLIES

NOT MANY APPLICATION' .thE
=WTI= TIMIL

Guy Nance&Son

AA

,FRANCHISES
ROD, tUT ABOLISHA ND
STREET
:UNDERTAKER.S and EMBALMERS
OF
MENT
RIGHTS
SALOONS
ARE
DECLARED
I
The Mort of Men Who Are In WiWOULD BE BETTER
TO BE WORTHLESS.
dens* at the Grovernmeut Mk211-213 South Third Street,.
PADUCAH KY.
lieling Moe and Their
Number.
Orange, N. J., May 2.4.—Not having
New York, May 24.—Stirred by
Noallbagagmar.ssaiRMAIZI11111111111
First.
"Recruiting V"rhe keen
the Masten report on the 8o-cent gas
any naughty children on whom to
main
Because it irons smothly, not
010. law, Mayor McClellan today directed
exercise the rod, Mrs. Mary Cheat- who ham charge at OR
rough.
on Third avenue swum' eroiellB in all Corporation Counsel Elison to take
ham of this city readily acknowledged swivel chair. "This ie the au
Second.
immediate steps to investigate the
stock
$100,000
The button holes, or stud
in court that she had not spoiled her son for recruiting. ThIre is no other franchises oi the Consolidated Gas
SH
holes match.
time
Of
!Se
year
when
there are so tow Company and if the facts warrant,
$34,000
husband by sparing the birch on him.
Third.
She had been acused by her husband ealistmulats."
as he believes, begin action to have
Negligee shirts with buttons
"Tor Inuit reason? Oh, the eigetion. them declared
laftrest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
of assaulting him, and this she said
worthless on the
1 tidak. The men can get more work
are ironed perfectly and withwas true indeed.
ground
that they have expired.
to business intrusted to us.
and better pay outside just now, so
out injury.
This move if successful would at
"It is not that I believe in women they are not so anxious
Fourth.
to join the one stroke
o. W. ROBERTSON. Pratt.
N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.
wipe out the $ao,000,000
bossing their husbands, but if a hus- army."
It irons either stiff or pleated
item
in
the
list
of
the
Consolidated
after
himself
his
wife
look
band can't
"Then It isn't always patriotism
bosoms like new, and the
Gas Company's assets—the valuation
had better do it for him. A little that makes them millet?"
"hump" so often seen is miss,beating does a world of good, and
The kindly faced °Seer shook his placed by Referee Masten on the
Both Phones, No. 890
ing.
.
company's franchises.
.
if I had not kept my husband well heed, relates the New York Times.
No other like it in West Kendon't
know
"No.
where we
Sometimes it's because they're
in hand
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
All Gas Franchises DoubtfuL
should all have been by now, for we out of work and hard up. Others.join
sending us your laundry.
Mayor McClellan had a long conthe
army
through
Jots
of adroature.
have six children.
but there are Immo," the Sahib's ference with Corporation Counsel
After she had told the whole story
man's blue *yes kindled; "there are Ellison today, at which they took the
Judge Curtis at once dismissed her. some who
position that all of the franchises
join for love of country."
'Phone son
In her defense she gave a temparnce
A. slender, tair-halred boy, who under which the gas company is dolecture and a note of advice to wives looked nearer 17 than
DO, entered the ing business are of doubtful validity.
which if followed in New Jersey will room. He had passed \the
Mr. Ellison assigned Assistant Corphysical
keep courts busy adjudicating differ- examination and safely ran the gan- poration Counsel Burr and an extra
ences between husbands and wives. 1st of the other departments and had staff to the work of preparing the
In telling of her efforts to keep her at last reached the final court The data for a suit against the company
husband in the right path Mrs. recruiting agar looked the boy oran to have its franchises declared exCheatham, who is a nurse, a hand- with a, military keenness that was not pired and worthless.
littittitttniti3UNN 13 Mauna some woman of about ao years of unkindly.
No Street Rights.
"Your age?" he asked, in a brisk
age and a philosopher, said:
$T. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
tone.
Hughes in his report as
Governor
"Nobody ever blames a man for
"Twenty-ens" answered the hey.
couuselfor the Stevens investigating
hands
and
his
wife
well
in
keeping
RIVER PACKET 00.
"Will your parents certify to that?" committee stated:
A
correcting her when she gets flight"I hare acne," sad the Youth, Stead.
"Sufficient facts appear to make it
ly, but they don't seem to think By, but
with
a
nervous liagertag of his extremely doubtful whether the ConThe cheapest and best excur- it right for a Woman to have the whip
Modern Home
soft hat. "I'm an amkaa."
solitfated Gas company has any rights
sion out of Paducah.
hand over her husband—why, I am
The officer asked lime several other in the streets of considerable value."
sure I don't know, for some of them questions and brought the interview
of our plumbing
The report stated that it was the
$8.00
need it badly enough.
to an abrupt dom.
acts
are
executed by the best
duty of the city officials to take action
for the round trip to Tennessee "Then a number of the papers have "I can't take.yoa in to-dep," be said, to see if etaoiti ,shrcElti cnifwy prldsh
skilled mechanics, under our persocal st.esaid that I locked my husband out in and as the boy's facs clouded, he asitl%
to see to, it th,itt the gas trust exerRiver and return.
ervislon, and no detail, no ms:tcs hc..v
the yard all night. .Now, that is not ad: "Bring deettelestime as to your cised no unwarrahted legal rights.
unimportant it may seem,escapes our atze-true. I sometimes docked him out age and character and a ressaimeladal The officials have frequently been
tion from the last man fir whom yoti
until
his
drunken
in
the
passage
tion.
We use the famous Zssir
pleasure,
comfort
It is a trip of
criticised for taking no action.
temper had worn off a bit, for when worked. If they are enthetentory
Porcelain
Entpticled Plum5i
table,
and rest; good service, good
Fxttl-rs,
he had too much he smashed up enlist you to-morrow."
FOES
AT
VICIDESITRO.
OLD
"It's
his
age,"
which
explained
are
the
major.
the best made. Pv eas4s:
good rooms, etc. Boat leaves each things terribly. I found the plan relirromorm
'He doesn't look anywhere near ff."
your work with us, you are 11111121....,
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. an. sulted very well, for he soon cooled
Vicksburg, Miss., May 24.—In the
"But can't boys of 18 sadist?"
wrong
side
of
the
down when on
best material and workmanship obtsine:e.e.
For other information apply to
"Certainly, but net withoulz their presence of a large •rowd that includthe door.
parents consent. They have te bring ed scores of veterans of the civil war
Let us quote you prices.
JAMES KOGER, Supt.
"But I believe that if the saloons papers from their parent* end lettere
13cth rhcnes. No rot
FRANK L. BROWN, Agt. were abolished it would be far better of recommendation Defoe we'll take in uniforms of blue and gray, Governors Johnson of Minnesota and Vardthem."
than all the rods in the world."
Scutt- FOt•rtit
"And married men?"
aman of Mississippi today dedicated
"Generally speaking, in tines of
EXCURSION RATES
peace they're barred. Unless the cola the monument erected by Minnesota
OF
THE
NEW
•
WAY
ON THE RIVER.
eel of some regiment is 'trilling to take in the Vicksburg Battle Park in
YORK NEGRO. .) married man It is against the rega memory of the soldiers of Minnesota %••••••••••••••
/talons to enlist him. You understand who participated in the siege and capthere's
no provialoa made by the joy
ROUND TP P TO
Negress Politely Asked to Move, Reernment for the support of the fam- ture of Vicksburg by General Grant in
fused to do So.
ilies of soldiers. The men cannot live 1863.
Evansville and Return
with their families, and it is out ol
The business section of Vicksburg
Continuous Passage, $4.00; Unlimited
Birmingham, N. Y., May 24—On the question to move them about the and the main thoroughfare leading to
Ticket, $5.00, Meals and Berth
his way from Albany to this city to country, so the benedicUs are practic- the park were profusely decorated in
Included.
attend the funeral of his legal adviser, ally barred from the ranks.
the national colors. The dedicatory
"Yes, indeed, they sometimes slip exercises were of a simple but imErnest Wilson litiffcut, Governor
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Round Trip to Cairo,
ease.Pow She Wide*
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Good music on all the boats. For Schoharie Junction to send a tele- danger, resurrect their wives, as II the war department, General L. F.
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gram and when they returned they were, and use them as an excuse for Hubbard of the Minnesota monument
found it completely occupied by a -heir discharge from the service. commission, an dothers.
Lai
S. A. FOWLER, G. P. A., or colored "aunty", extra large size. Then
they are dishonorably dis
The Minnesota memorial is a
GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass- With her voluminous skirts outspread charged for having enlisted by fraud 000 obelisk, made of rough faced
she bulked large.
"Most of the applicants prefer the granite, towering ninety *et high
enger Agent. Phone 33.
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"Madam," said the governor, touch- Infantry and artillery to the cavalry and bearing suitable inscriptions at
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Result of Is years experience in tiro.
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Office, 419 Broadway.
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partment. The turtle had enough
Eipecialties: Abstracting of Ti- delphia. Later he completed his stu- stamps on its back to take it to its desti- BANKERS AT CHICKASHA.
tles, Insurance, Corporation dies at the Theological Seminary of nation, but the paper containing the ad- Chickasha, I. T., May 24—With
West Virginia and in 1857 he entered dress had been lost in transit. trades
and Real Estate Law.
an attendance larger than at any of
the ministry. During the next ten the rules of the department, the turtle
sent to the dead-letter ollos un- its previous conventions the elevbe
will
years he occupied pulpits at Greensthe sender can be found, aid will inth annual meeting of the Oklahoburg. Pa., Troy and Boston, finally less
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becoming rector of Grace church, in shipment back. Meanwhile, the car- ma-Indian Territory Bankers' assoArchitect and Superintendent. New York, just before the civil war. riers' aesociation has adopted theturtte, ciation was opened here today, to
For twenty years thereafter he acted and, despite the department colas,
continue in session until Sunday.
401 Fraternity Building.
as secretary to the House of Bishops, talks hopefully of being able to relegate
which position he resigned in 1883 to the turtle to the soup-pot.—Newark The gathering was opened at zo
Old Phone 49S-R.
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e54 Fraternity Building.
At the afternoon sesaion addresses
works on religious and kindred sub*
were presented by ex-Governor D. R.
Old Phone 484R jecta.
New Phone 154.
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RUIN THE PICTURES.iSPREAD 01? "LADY* RUSH TOWARDS CITY
P

WHEN
PEOPLE WHO "BUTT
CAZIERA IS WORKING.

4tL.-

yI)tPP2

VALLEY
Scenes Carefully Arranged by Novins Picture Artists Are Disturbed and Rendered
Useless.

ROUTE-

•-

EXCU RSION
BULLETIN
THE FOLLOWING REDUCED RATES, ARE
ANNOUNCED
CAIRO, ILLINOIS.

4(

Thursday, May 3oth.. Special
excursion train leaves Paducah at
g:oo a. m.—round trip $hoo; returning, leave Cairo to:oo p.
same date.
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
Round trip Welk.. Special
train will leave Paducah about
carrying
alith,
May
noon,
throrugh sleepers to Richmond,
account Confederate Reunion.
LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY.
Account Spring meeting Jockey
Club, 86.95 round rip, May 6th,
returning May 7th; 8.95 round
trip May eth, good returning
June eth: May 5-ii-111-22-25 and
sg, June 1-5 and 5th, limit two
days.
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
April teth to November 3oth-15
days—$33.75: Coach
on

special

excursions

dates-418mo

every

Tuesday, limit so dirs.

FOR FURTHER PAR I
TICULARS APTLY TO

J. T. Donovan,
Agent City Ticket Office.
Fifth and Broadway.

R. M. Prather
Agent Union Depot.

ALREN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law.
Room

5, Columbia Building.
PADUCAH, KY.

id

Phone 1992.

DR. ADRIAN ROYER,
112 1-2 South Fifth.
Old Phone, Mee, 175.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.

Office,

"Our work is sometimes serloualy
Interfered with by the buttinskis, and
then again there are times when their
slamming in helps us." said the mangier of a moving picture concern, who
himself frames up the incidents and
supervises the taking of the pictures.
"It is leo --elble to guard against the
'fors
the butting-In habit, for
when they gee anything unusual com.
log off on the street or in any public
Mace their natural busybody instinct
takes hold of them, and they're bound
to nudge up and take a hand in the
proevedings.
"Over in Trenton a few weeks ago
Axed up a horsewhipping meas.
The first part of the set was easy
enough to get. It was a scene in •
restaurant, in which a pretty girl,
seated at a table a tittle distance away
from another table at whlide a frolic
some man with a homely wife is din
log, falls to making goo-goo eyes at
the man.
"The moond @One, In which I as.
ranged to have the horsewhippin2 is e•
place, tenh place outside the re.tvi
rant. Wed got police permissios le
take the pictures, sad I had two oz
three uses stationed la front of the
restaurant to keep the crows: beck
while the phony horsewhiptIng was la
srogress.
When everything was all set and
the machine was snapping away at the
homely wife laying the !Ash aerate
the face and shoulders of the flirt*
tIous girl—the lash looked like rattan,
but It was a phony, and didn't hurt
at all—our troubles began.
"First a big vannigan of a man
slammed In and grabbed my homely
woman by her lashmielding arm,
bawling that be didn't believe In sea
icg no woman stinging another worn'
an lik• that, and that queered one est
of films. The machine had to be
stopped while the big buttinski was
being informed 'hat the thing was
oily a tableau, and that he didn't
belong to the pieture.
"He took the gibes of the crowd sourfy, at that, and looked to be In so
much of a mind to kick our gear to
pieces that I bad to get a sop to walk
him down the street.
'When we got all set again and the
horsewhipping of the flirtations girl
was once neo.• going on a scrawny
War-het-famed woman, who had Nat
'cased the outer circle of the crowd,
aid Into wasn't up to what was moire off, rushed Into the scene with e
shriek, grabbed my two acting women
by the hair, and started in ta,rough
bones them both for their 'Indecency
In fighting on the street.' as she yelled
at them. The machine -had to be
stopped again.
"The incident as I had framed If
vi didn't call for anything like that
I lead it arranged that after the whip
teas bad proceeded for a space the
gellty husband of the homely wife
was to rush in and attempt to sew
Irate the two women, when his wife
wee to turn on him with the lash, can.
tag him to skIddoo down the street
The girl with the goo-Roo eyes was to
Wm the whip from the other woman's hands and -;art In to get lamb
for the cuttinr, she'd received, the
scene ending v„1 that way."
CETHRONING

OF

ALCOHOL

DR. W. C. EUBANKS,

(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 Broadway, Phone 130.
Residence, Ilto Broadway, Phone tee

Being Brought About by the Nob
ern Spirit of Scientific
Research.

Another potent factor in the dethroa
lug of aloahol has been the spirit of
scientific research of recent years, says
0. MANNING SEARS, M. D. an Open latter, In Century. In the
great laboratories scientists have bees
Office 1707 Meyers Street
carefully studying the effects of alco
hrlic liquors upon the varioem organ'
Telephone 377.
of the body. and, although they differ is
Kentucky. their conclusions upon some points, tbe
: :
Paducah,
result Is that those physicians who hays
most domes, followed these Investiga
A. S. DABNEY, DENTIST, dons have, almost or entirely, abjured
alcoholics as a neceeeary part of then
Trueheart Building.
therapeutic outfit.
These elaborate
Telephone 511-R.
studies of alcohol have convinced mane
that the nourishing and strengthen's('
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
properties formerly ascribed to alcoholics existed only in the imagination, and
belong to the errors of an age which had
BLYTHE, M. D.,
no facilities for accurate observation
The food qualities of the grains and
Office 525 12 Broadway.
Phones: Office 670; Res. 272. fruits, It is now believed by tharrY au.
thorttles, are destroyed In the preemie Of
PADUCAH. KY.
mahln aloobolle drinks. Even the
stimulating qualities ascribed to alcohol
are denied by many, who class it among
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
the narcotics bemuse of its depreesant
effect
Lawyer.

riouroN

Will practice in all courts of
Kentucky.

Ed P. Farley, M. p. C.
R. F. Fisher, M. D. C.
FARLEY & FISHER, '
Vetterinady Surgeons ern& Dentists.
Office and Hospital, eao South Third
•
St., Paducah, Ky.
ow Phone ttee
New phone 351.
Reshience, aid phone rB16.

When Game Was Cheap La
Even as late as 1886 and 1887 vent
son was ss cheap .aa beef in the fall,
the choicest cuts *sling for 1214 mutt
a pound, while wild turkeys could be
bad for 75 cents each when tame tue
keys no larger sold for a dollar. Brant
sr wild geese were hard to get rid of,
as so one liked their meat. There
was little fishing, not nearly se good
as now, and the fish were nearly all
portals sr dist The line herd of feti
bead of deer in Uncle Jos Lewis' deer
park male trots • pair he caught In
the early det/i and penned up hi a
mature let.—AathonY

J.M.JONES
‘\ Dealer in Iiigh-Gr.ade
qtt Pismo. and Organs
&I Broadway
Paducah, K.Y.
Old Phone I13-r ,

Osage Malt Iffiumhea
mote the eistes,1 vitt of the Conga
river there are a number of salt
marshes. The Afrieleas dig shallow
boles In these, whams issue streams
lip
of bet rotor pm*, ao Jong „
,rn genius slatua....
alakelo Una

•
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FITEUDIOIFIA VICTIMS IFICZEA8.1
IN NUMBER YEARLY.

POPULATION OF RURAL NEW
YORK COUNTIES DECLINES.

Medical Authorities Putting Portia
Their Best Efforts to Check
Inroads of the Pell
Dilease.
——
The commission which was appointed
last year by the New York board of
health to study pneumonia and whose
preliminary report has just been summarised by the press, is composed of
men of high professional rank,says the
New York Tribune. Yet the problems
involved In the inquiry are so seriatim
that there is no danger of securing too
united a grade of talent for their solution. The disease which the commisMon has been considering has risen into
peculiar pronainenos of tate. AC earn
time eonsumption caused more deaths
UNA any other malady and pneumonia
ranged second as a cause of reseelita.
Within the last tan or fifteen year* the
two have exchanged places in some parte
of the United States, if not in the me.
trOpolls. Consumption, as a result dl
the adoption of more enlightened meth.
oda of prevention anCtroatmont, works
a Little less havoc now than tarsterly.
Pneumonia, on the other hand, Sada a
pester number of victims in prolsiittioa
in the population. Thar* is gislaiSIMS
the Whet that grip has oolltrasSid
=Aerially to this result because it la
oftm a prelude to an attach of pailsmoats and itsadly(Rwanda'alias Ilbe
sueoessful resistance to an Metals at sae
other nature. However, whatever.**
osues,rthe increased provolone,avow
11110111$ has melted Msgravest alarm and
perplexity in the medical profession.
The commission is obavinced that,
like tuberculosis, the more &cute type et
lung dimes* is attribetable to tbe pre&
once of misrobei and that the latter are
disseminated by the trying of spatula
from patients. The organisms are not
easily borne about by the air so loop ea
they are moist, but afterward they sre
m easily circulated as dust particles.
This fundamental fact shows the desirability at deluging a sick room with sunlight promoting free ventitation and un
ins a broom only when the floor hes
been sprinkled.
eme pussliag facts have been elicited
la the course of the investigation amdoetod by Dr. Darlington's experts. One
Is that pneamococci, the supposed cams
of the disease, ars sometimes carried in
the mouths of persons for weeks without producing any apparent elect I*
like manner they are observed in tie secretions of estimate who have recovered
Lou' a considerable interval after the
appearance of other symptoms. This
second phenomenon resemble' one
which often follows an attack of typhoid
toyer and gives rise to the gaieties how
long such persons may threaten the
health of their associates and neighbors.
Perhaps more light on this matter may
be *lorded by further observation.
Such iatormauon should prove metal
in the devising of sanitary precautions
for a maimunity in which pneumonia
prevails.
Prevention is Infinitely preferable to
cure, but good generals consider what to
do if their first line of defense fails. The
only remedial agent to which the coinsion refers is a blood serum derived
from an Immune animal. Experiments
were made. evidently with a view to obtaining hints as to the value of an antitoxin of this kind, other ventures of
the same character having been made
repeatedly in the last few year3. The
verdict rendered is a little obscure, but,
while the comrnisaion seems to have
found that a serum, as now prepared,
might be serviceable for purposes of
diagnosis, It appears to be silent about
the remedial and protective qualities of
the article. However, if the serum
which a few physicians even now employ, Is not all that could be desired, improved methods may yet develop one
that ean be more heartily recommended.

No Other State in the Union Showr
Such a Large Falling Off in
This Respect—Some of
the Causes.
-Twenty-one of the 61 counties of
New York had fewer inhabitants by
the census of 1900 than they had by
the census of MO. These counties,
which include one-half of the area 01
the state, showed a falling off in too
years ranging from a few hundreds ol
inhabitants in some small counties, to
several thousends in some of the
larger ones.
Essex county, in northern New York,
for instance, declined from 33,000 to
30,700 in the ten years. Wayne county, in western New York, famous for
apples and mint, declined from 49,700
to 48,600.
By many pereons this decline in
population was attributed to the continuanee between 1893 and 1897 of •
period of industrial hard times, the
oneral effect of which is to diminish
ixopulation in rural or semi-rural dim:ricts. In such times, the demand for
imployment being decreased and the
provision for public relief in terxelas
muntles being small, the larger calm
ire sought by needy persons, and these 6
conditlons are reflected in the minim

Bagpipes and Gardeners.
"Torn" Jenkinson, bead gardener at
the Peacock conservatories, whose
chrysanthemums are on view to the
number of 3,500,11 an ardent Scotchman,
with a passionate love for all things
that come from the Land o'the Heather.
He and a few kindred souls have organ;
teed a bagpipe band that will soon show
Pittsburg the possibilities in untamed
Highland melody. Mr. Jenkinson is the
leader and every man of them wears
kilts after the manner born. It is one
thing to play the bagpipe, but to do it
properly ons must have the blood of •
proper clan in one's veins to give the
true "skirl." Mr. Jenkinson holds that
a Scatchman and only a Sootchman can
be a good gardener or a piper. "As
Englishman learns to be • gardener
from the top down." says Jenkinson
"A Bootchmaa starts from the bottom
with a spade digging vegetables. That's
why ae many gardeners COMO from
dropfland. They learn bit by bit over
there."- -Pittsburg Dispatch.
How Witch Easel Shoots Its Seeds.
Do you know that the witch halal
shoots its reeds ten or fifteen feet? If
yoi want. brand-new sensation, bring
home some branches Of witch bezel having both flowers and unopened seed pods
on them and put them in vases of water
The pods burst at the most unexpected
times, waking you in the night and pepperieg you with.their hard, shiny, black
seeds. Branches that are to be used for
a patty mast be selected with ears, to
be sure of having perfectly fresh flowers
and seed pods that have not opened, if
it Is possible to do so, cut them the same
day they are needs& If they must be
eat the day before they are needed, put
them la a cold place in water and wrap
g damp cloth arout d the branclies, In
tele to preeltit the floWers Man witheteneeand to keep the seeds from being
mated too ecooa.—Osontry Lao In

The years between 1200 and 1901
having been marked by prosperity and
abundance throughout the state, It
was supposed that the decline in pop
dation in interior counties would
cease, that some of the former loss
would be regained and that, perhape
improved conditioe: would be reflected
in the census figures of this year
which show the entire population of
Wew York to be more than 8,000,000,
en increase of 11 per cent. compared
with the census of five years ago.
Instead of this, however, the recent
17 completed state census shows that
11 of the 61 counties have fewer In
habitants than they had five years
ago. Some of those which show the
largest decreaas in five years arm
Cheninng, which includes the city 01
Elmira, heretofore one of the largest
manufacturing towns in the southerz
tier, and !Reuben, one of the most for
tile of the farming counties in the
same region. The falling off in Che
mung in flee years was 2,458, and
litsuben 1,007.
Some of the counties of the state
which do not show a decline In five
years show at least very little gain
One of theee is Dutchtss, which In
eludes the city of Poughkeepsie, ant
which is one of the best known of ths
dairy and farming counties of tke
state. Five years ago the populatioe
was 81,670; this year it is 81,689-4
gala a 19 persona.
Delaware county, the chief &Mine
Lion of which Is that it includes mon
prohibition territory than any °the,
county In New York, hag increarie4
from 46,415 to 46,7118 only during five
years of enormous state growth.
Among other counties which hays
lost la population in the last five year,
are Jtsego, famed for hops; Oswego
noted for starch and starch works,
Clinton, which includes the city at
Plattsburg; Schoharie; Cayuga, whic1
Includes the city of Ithaca; Greene
which includes the city of Catskill;
Hamilton in the Adirondack', Fultos
and Madison counties in the interior
and Wayne, which increases its Agri
cultural products every year, but con.
Unues to lose steadily in population.
No other state of the country has al
large a proportion of counties whicl
see falling behind in population a.
New York, that is, none of the largo
states.
The explanation of them
changes Is found probably in the enor
mous increase In manufacturing Inter
sets,
In five years Schenectady
hiu
Jumped from 46,000 to 71,000 popula
Lion, Rockland from 38,000 to 4.:,006
Niagara from 74,000 to 84,000, ant
Westchester from 184,000 to 228,000.
In 16 years the population of Nee
rork has increased 21 per cent, yel
one-third of the counties have fewei
inhabitants than they had 15 year,
oda
Squelched.
Many a traveler, who nas looked
forward to a railroad journey as s
season when he need not talk, will
sympathize with the just triumph re
corded in the London Globe.
He wanted to read, but the man op
posit, would persist In trying to tall
as toe train moved swiftly along
After several brief replies the studenf
began to grow tired. "The grass is ver3
green, Ian t it?" said the would-be con
rereationnliat.
"Yee," 'raid the etudent. "Such
change from the blue and red great
ee've been having lately!"
In the silence 'that followed be be
gun another chapter.
The Chugs.
• Jamie," asked Mrs. Chugwater, "boa
lo they work these voting machines?'
"'They use one of the cranks tbai
ire always hanging around the polling
place," expllined Mr Chugwster, with
mine irrii•,tion --Chicago Tribune.
Seemed to Know.
-What." Asked the tall-browed pro
valor, "aro the principal by-produces
if (ho steel industry?"
"Garnoete libraries," promptly answan.,• etudent from an interior
ago Daily Newt
latex
•,,d'fi Recompense.
!le I nilani have a law that
why with Another'ssquaw
fp to have all his property,
the eu ,
and marital infraction Is said to be rare
1,..,40414,4
1
4161.alib
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Don't Spend Hit
tour earninge
Put some aAde for possible sickness or
misfortune. The man or woman who has
a little money saved is the one %no is
in a position to open the door when opportunity knocks. We welcome small
accounts. Start one today.

WE PAY 4 PER CENT.
MECHANIC'S
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
310 Broadway
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1.111ABING,
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Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133.

220 N. Third
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INSURANCE AGENCY
FIRE,
ACCIDENT,
PLATE GLASS
LIABILITY,

HEALTH,
BONDS,
STEAM BOILER,
MARINE:

Office Phone 369:

Both Residence: 72F
canal BU1LDINF

Caron Directory Company.
Of Louisville, Kentucky Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Padscah. Ira
have placed copies of the directories o f the cities named below in the morn
ing Register office at 523 Broadway, where the public is invited to cell
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.

THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS.
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION
STATES.
•t * r
•

OF

THE

List of Directories on File
ALLESFIENY CITY, PA.
MANIT011. COLO.
ATI ANTA. GA.
MEMPHIS,. TENN.
BALTIMORE, MD.
MILWAUKEE. WI&
BOSTOK MAIL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINA
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
NASHVILEE, TENN.
BRONX, N. Y.
IAUGATUCK, CONN.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
NEWARK, N. J.
NEW ALBANY,IND.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
CHATTANOOGA, TEN N.
CINCINNATI, 0.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
CHICAGO. ILL.
NEWPORT, KY.
NEW YORK CITY.
CLEVELAND, 0.
COLUMBUS, 0.
NORWICH, CONN.
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
PADUCAH. KY.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. PHILADELPHIA. PA.
COVINGTON, KY.
RICHMOND, IND.
RICHMOND, VA.
DAYTON, 0.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAK
DENVER, COLO.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
DETROIT, MICH.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
DULUTH, MINN.
FA/EFIELD, CONN.
SOUTHPORT, CONN.
SPRINGFIELD, 0.
INDIANAPOLIS, /IIRD.
STRATFORD, CONN.
JEFFERSONVILLE, IND.
SUPERIOR CITY, MINK
KANSAS CITY, KA&
TOLEDO,0.
KNOXVILLE, TXIIN.
UTICA, N. T.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
WATERBURY, CONIC
LOUISVILLE, KY.
YONKERS, N. Y.
MANHATTAN, N. Y.
MANCHESTER. VA.
COPIES OF PADUCAH DIRECTORY FOR
1114-oldSALW:

—
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PRICE $4.00:
CARON DIRICTORY COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway

Ths

the Register, 1OC ptr Meek

CLOSE LIBRARY NEW BUILDING
EVERY SABBATH IS HANDICAPPED

Depot For
Mineral Waters

WE CARRY IN STOCK THE
NOT SO MANY COME IN THE CONTROVERSY CAUSING SUSFOLLOWING WATERS:
PENSION IN OPERATIVE
MORNING AS IN AFTERitpenta, Apollinaris, uffalo Lithia,
CIRCLES.
NOON.
Hunyadi, Pluto—plain and concenRubinal.
trated; Red Raven,
.8pecial price on case lots. Sole
agent for Dawson water, natural and About Next Month the Trustees Will It Has Been Nearly One Month Now
concentrated. Special price in 5-galSince the Contractors Refused
Close the Building Altogether
lon quantity. Would be pleased to
Sundays.
to Accept New Schedule.
On
not
order any water which we do
carry.

A DRUG STORE
‘11°T-P4 415c BROADWAY.
Agent for Eastman Kodalcs and Heyler's Candies.
ti
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POPULAR WANTS.

it

a

WANTED—Furniture and stoves.
Williams & Peal 205 S. 3d St. New
phone csol-a.
,

FOR RENT-7-room house, all
modern conveniences. 432 N. 7th.
Apply 403 N. 7th.
FOR SALE—Two much cows
with young calves. Apply to Jake
Biederman Grocery and Baking Co.
Bargains in second-hand upright
pianos, some nearly new, cash or payments. 'Phone toata. W. T. Miller
Bro.
. WANTED FOR U.. S. .ARMY—
Able-boded unmarried men between
ages of 21 and as, citizens of United
States, of good character and temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.

It is more than probable that about
next month the Carnegie library will
be closed all day Sunday, as the trustees have found it does not justify
them to keep the institution open on
the Sabbath, on account of the small
patronage.
When the building was first started
the trustees began keeping it open
from i to 5 o'clock each Sunday afternoon during the summer months,
but they found that on account of the
warm afternoons few persons came
to the reading and writing rooms.
For fear the opening hours were not
what the public desired the trustees
some weeks ago changed this so that
the building was kept open from 8 to
12 o'clock in the morning each Sabbath. It was thought that perhaps
during the cool morning hours the
people would like to visit the building, but President E. W. Bagby
states that not as many come in the
mornings as in the afternoons, hence
it is more than probable that about
next month, when the real warm; period comes, that the building will be
closed, all day on Sunday, as the nonattendance on that day evidences the
fact that the public desires to spend
its time elsewhere.

-,)
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Are You On The
Lookout For
Summer Comfort?

•I II.
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Operations in building circles grow
more grave every day corc_account.
the controversy between the contrac- am.
tors and union carpenters, and work
has been suspended at many places
because of the inability of the contractors to secure enough woodworki
ers and carpenters to carry on their
contracts as rapidly as desired.
Where a contractor has several buildings to construct, and has only a
small bunch of carpenters employed,
he works them on one place a few
days, takes them off and then sends
them over to onc of the other buildings going up. In this way things
are carried forward very slowly.
It is nearly one month now,- since
the controversy arose and the carpenters refused to work because the
contractors would not sign the new
schedule that provides for a very
small Mcreasein wages. Both sides
express themselves as determined to
maintain their original positions,
therefore appearances indicate a longdrawn-out contention, as the carpenters.refuse to work without the de- OM*
sired increase is granted, while the
contractors refuse to accept the new 4E00
scale, and continue employing nonunion men.

=IT'S HERE GALORE!
We've two and three piece Suits of all suitable and stylish Summer fabrics.. Thin Coats, Thin Trousers, Negligee Shirts, Thin
Underwear, Hosiery and all sorts of Thin Toggery for Summer
wear. And the best of the story is the fact that our prices are also
thin enough for your satisfaction and comfort.

Summer Trousers at $2.5o,

Boston, Mass., May 2.4.—An interesting and 'instructive programme
was carried out by the New England
Association of School Superintendents at the annual spring session held
today at the Boston Latin school
President Stratton D. Brooks, superintendent of the Boston schools, presided. The priricipal topic of discusSENDS LETTER TO "BUFFALO sion was "The Further Extension of
BILL" BREATHING SPIRIT
Public Education and the Relation of
the State Thereto."
OF PEACE.

SIOUX CHIEF IN FAREWELL

Oast

to $s.

- • .1

THE CLOTHING STOKE
THAT CARRIES TH1L

"UNION STORE CARD"
323

DLSBERGEWS

BROADWAY

GRAND

.1

I 2.

I I M.
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Hardly think you can mention an article of Clothing or Toggery that
would add to your Summer comfort that we cannot show in a style to
please you. Come, site.
t 40—•

—Earthquake, the carpet cleaner.
London, May 24.—A notable educational conference under the aupices
of the Federal Council of the United
Empire League was opened in London today. Canada is especially well
represented at the meeting, delegates
being present from Quebec, Alberta,
Nova Scotia, New Bruswick and other provinces.
An interesting programme has been
arranged for the conference, the sessions of which will last a week or
ten days. The chief aim is to strengthen the relationship existing between
Great Britain and her colonies, and
particularly to bring about uniform
methods in the educational work
throughout the British empire.
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EDUCATORS IN CONFERENCE.

Ones

Summer Suits at $10, $15 to $3°'
Summer Coats at $3, $s to $5.

I.

EMPIRE EDUCATIONAL MEET.

Tapes
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Mangum Lodge I. 0. 0. F.
All members of Mangum Lodge,
No. 21, I. 0. 0 F., are requested to
mect at the hall this afternoon at
o'clock to attend the funeral of our
late brother, L. F. Cothran. Visiting brothers are invited to attend.
MS. HOUSEHOLDER, N. G.
H. L. JUDD, Secretary.

MONUMENTS

We have a fine line of Marble, Granite and Stone Monuments which show the best of workmanship and high deOmaho, Neb, May 24.—Red Cloud.
STANDARD OIL ON GRILL.
gree
of artistic conception. Our smallest and lowest priced
the famous old chief of the Sioux,
Monuments have an air of distinction.
spending
Minneapolis, Minn., May 24.—A
who, blind and decrept, is
Parties desirous to beautify their lots should inspect our
his last days quietly at Pine Ridge formidable array of lega !talent apline of curbing and monuments In
Hand beat carpets are not clean.
agency, a few days ago dictated a peared in the United States circuit
curious letter to "Buffalo Bill."
court today to take part in the argu- We have a machine. Phone 121.
The letter was delivered to Colonel ments on the exceptions to the bill of
Remember we have the largest, best and most distinctive
Cody by William McCune, who was complaint filed by the United States ASSOCIATED HARVARD CLUBS. MILLIONS INVOLVED IN CO
line in the Purchase.
sso South Third St.
ROB UNITED
at Pine Ridge engaging Indians to go
TO
SPIRACY
government against the Standard Oil
Dktroit, Mich. May 24—Graduout with a wild west show.
STATES OF MINERAL.
company of New Jersey.
Text of the Letter.
ates of Harvard University from all
Fillowing•is the le 'Cr:
This is the case brought by the fed- over the middle West assembled at
Pine Ridge, S. D.. April 6, 1907.— eral government against the StandChicago, Ill, May 2.4.—A dispatch
Buffalo Bill, Pe-ha-has-ka: Tell my ard Oil company and its allied cor- the Cadillac today to attend the elevthe Tribunnl from Washington,
friend Re-ha-has-ka, that it is Red porations in the circuit court of St. enth annual meeting of the Associa- to
his
of
one
D. C., says:
Cloud that talks to him by
Louis under the Sherman anti-trust ted I/14yard clubs. The organizapeople who knows the white man, en- law to enjoin 'alleged conspiracy to tion, which he'd its first meeting in
Amazing revelations of a conspirsign will talk what I say to him with restrain trade.' The defendants an- Indianapolis ten years ago, has as acy to defraud the United States of
my tongue and send by paper. Old
h/of mineral
swered the b:11 and filed the excep- its object the promotion of all mat- millions of dollars wor.t.
Ogallalla chief, last chief soldier of
on ters pertaining to the welfare of the
was
it
and
it
of
portions
to
tions
WAite
and timber lands will be laid before
Sioux. talks from heart to the
the case was university, and it lso attempts to
that
exceptions
these
warriors.
father's
Eagle of great
dozen states
before Judge San- establisha closer relation eetween the grand juries of half a
want nell him old chief soon go called for argument
alumni.
frauds, it is
its
the
and
The
un;versity
days.
few
a
within
aestp Nlart/ton hunting grounds, never born today.
parincriminative
will
involve
alleged,
fight
we
sec Pe-ha-has-ka more. I say
—"Earthquake," the carpet cleaner.
men high in busiof
names
the
ties,
—then smoke p;pe--shake hands—
"The Flyers," Gee. Barr McCutcheon
For the most improved method of
ness and political circles They inbury hatchet—live same tepee. My
"The
Lady of the Decoration," very fine
sat.
Recovered.
phone
Fully
cleaning,
Not
carpet
.95
people follow white man's road.
clude:
quick!
Come
papa!
a,
Johnnie—Pap
"Love
Letters of an Indian"..
to
red
fight
aftegood
You always
One United States senator.
Mamma has fainted.
"Graham, of Claverhouse," by Ian Maclaren; this gifted author's
brother—T speak you to be always
One former United States senator,
INDIAN WAS FIRST CIVILIZER
Papa—Here, put this Stip bill in her
you
show
good:
Yon
people.
friend my
last and best book
A man reputed to be one of the
•Se
my :voting men heap big village, heap Original American is Praised in Lec- hand.
men in the world.
wealthiest
special
The
are
above
books.
pricees
good
mighty
on
four
Johnnie (a moment later)—She
things I neeer see. Old Indian, more
A railroad man known from the
ture by Honore Jason.
says she wants $to more.
old han yob hope tell Great Father
Atlantic to the Pacific.
041 than you, hope tell father's head
have
men
Two of the wealthiest lumber bar24.—White
May
Ohicagte,
—Earthquake, the only and best
man,.takeAare Iv people—all want to
ons in the United States.
no monopoly upon civilization, al- carpet cleaner.
Numerous smaller fry including
though they take selfish credit in
I like you come—I no see you. but
Indian. whom
The
officials, coal operators and
railroad
direction.
Makatea Department. Store .
that
Wanted.
Just What She
I could thear,you talk. Shake hauls They direction .o say they civxilized
head of fuel companies.
the
at
men
eyes
mar;
are,
Please
that. we show a most desirable selection of late
remember
hen
friend—my
we
Mr.
Sapheside—W
good-by
—make
is the initial eivilizer af the nation.
These men, whose names for obnovels
at cut prices.
music
water—but Red Cloud soon go. Tana This was the claim advanced by Hon- ried you shall want for nothing.
and
new
be made public
Gotrox—But I want nothing vious reasons cannot
straight:my people give their ears to
Miss
the
of
secreetary
Was
de
is
it
ore Jaxon. who
,
before the grand jury acts,
now.
'Pe-lia-'ha;-ka—he friend to Sioux.
provisional government in the Northof.11tred here will surely be indicted 1
me
take
hen
Mr.
White man sielt. Indian poor. Tell
Saphethle—T
west territory during the rebellion led
by the evidence which is now in the egon, Idaho, Montana Minnesota and
Bodweimer, king of bottled beers,
white man help Inditin. I talk you
Louis Rid l years ago, at a meeting
hands of the United States district at- the Dakotas
in
Ileart down—if black by
family size cases of two doses
Bakand
Geocery
last time
Biederman
—Jake
of the Chicago University Setttlement
bottles to the case, delivered to Say
Earthquake carpet torneys in half a dozen western cities.
robe speak straight, meet you in
the
ing
sell
Co.,
afyesterday
avenue,
club, 1630 Gross
These frauds, it was declared yespart of the city on short notice. Air
—"Earthquake.'
hunting ground in sky. Tell Scarface
ternoon. He talked for nearly two cleaner and brushes.
in an official quarter, extend
terday
hewer-Bosch Brewing Associatioa
brother goodby, too—good man it
his
and
Indian
the
hours in behalf of
t
udoinng
s,sitinicnlatt
teta
oraodfostaw
mber
o on anuoo
fr'end of Sioux last war. Pine Ridge. his
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER Branch; both phones ITS J. H.
.
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER isntria,
?
torical rights.
Steffen, manager.
RED CLOUD
AND GET QUICK RESULTS
AND GET QUICK RESULTS'
his address Mr Jaxon
Throughout
B'roken In Heart.
the
held to view the suggestion that
amen_
Red Cloud is now a very old man.
has been unjustly treated by
red
man
and
broken
are
spirit;
tic health and
his white brother from the date of the
it is believed by the physician who is
of the country by the whites.
invasion
Intending him that he can not live
the Indian resented this and
Naturally
nrmuch longer. He is lonely and sad after valiant defense in warfare was
and ha; no desire, to live.
overcome only by superior numffers.
The old chief was a great fighttr
As to civilizat'on, the lecturer assertin his earlier years, hut there is none
ed
that the Indians of America TOO
of the war spirit in him now. He ha;
years
ago would have disdained many
buried the hatchet and has perstiaded
methods now in vogue among
the
of
his people ib !Airy theirs
some of our most astute and etippoeedly learned lawmakers in promoting
Notice to Contractors.
the Intelhests of the people.
Plans and specifications , for the
Mr. Jaxon related tome personal exerection of two school buildings, and periences of the Ridl rebellion and
the finishing of three rooms in the & used them to emphasize his argument
McKinley' school. are open for in- that selfiehnees of men created the
epectio4 at the Washington school. trouble, of the world. The speakker
Broadway, in Mr. Fred Hoyer'e office. I was introduced by Mrs. Mary HenSealed bids have to be handed up derson of the settlement house and
I
INC
.
to June 4th. noon. 12 o'clock, to
was entertained later at luncitteon. .
W. T. BYRD, Clerk. I
A-LIST, President Board of Ednea- ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
' SOIL
1 AND OT nTrICK RESULTS
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GIGANTIC FRAUDS PLANNED
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WHITE BLEACHING STONE

J.E.Williamson&Co

New Books
Worth Readin.,.tog
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FOR THE BEST COAL 01 THE MARKET
PHONEft114

REAL
PITTSBURG

GENUINE
fRADEWATER

West Kentucky Coal Co.
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio

it,

